
SCH 4U1 Exam Preparation Quicks...

1. How many carbon atoms are in the molecule 2,3-diethythexanol? O (22)

2. Which molecule will have a higher boiling point Øi r methyl methanoate? Circle Correct Answer
‘7’

3. Butanal will be oxidized to C

4. What type of intermolecular forces exist for 2-propanone? : OdC
5. 1 ,2-dichlorobenzene can also be named ( 1 Ø.

C .
6. When electrons fall from an excited state back to energy level 2 the energy produced is M1
7. If 1=2 whatorbital is theelectronin?

_____________

o5.. ç?:3-j-

- .8. What is the ml value for the valence electron in Tungsten? + -‘

9. When do the orbitals of the same energy level have the same amount of energy? i -mi yJem
10. What is the m value for the valence election in Calcium? , — , ,

11. What is the molecular shape for BrF5? SLq ‘

12. Is BrF5 or non polar? Circle Lff
:

13. How many lone pairs are in the molecule TeCL1?

___________________

(‘hi?)

14. What is the VSEPR notation for a molecule that is trigonal pyramidal? .. I

15. What are the bond angles for XeF47 90 (s) .I T 1’

16. What type of intermolecular forces exist between water and NaC1? (
1Th por) 17. AEuniverse=

___________________

18. What is L\Hf for chlorine gas?

19. Write the formation reaction for propane. 3 C c - C3 (rrj irC)

20. if the formation of HI has a AHf = +25.9kJ, is this reactionthermic or exothermic? Circle
21. Determine the iH if 5 mol of HI is formed. r 5 VJ a m (-

22. How much heat is absorbed by 5kg of glass if the temp increases 50°C? 2 0 VJ
23. Determine the enthalpy change if 5g of MgO is dissolved in 85m1 of water and the temp increases by =

40° C. Und-- — iItI.t, j bm r’k - flf(Q

L) ‘- + 25(J 0 I2424. If O.2g of magnesium dissolves in HC1 in 5 seconds, hat is the rate of formation of H2(g) at StP? O .0 3(’
25. If the rate law for a reaction is determined to be; rate = k[A]2[Bj2the overall order is

_______

26. What are the units for the rate constant for the previous question? ‘5 -

27. How will a catalyst affect activation energy? i-rs a ; L

28. The individual reactions in a mechanism are called? e-’

29. If AH for a reaction is - l6OkJ, and the activation energy is 25kJ, what is the activation energy for the
reverse reaction? 85 U

30. Does the activation energy of a reaction change when a reaction is heated? NO
2’. lYi 4-1)f -
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1. A sealed bottle of pop contains carbonic acid, which dissociates forming carbon dioxide gas. Is this reaction at
equilibrium? orNo

AJ2. An iceberg in the ocean shrinics due to sublimation. Is this reaction at equilibrium? Yes or
-

3. Write the synthesis reaction for the formation of nitrogen monoxide, Write the Keq expression. //)C)j
4. The concentration of hydrogen suiphide at equilibrium is 0.6M, if the products are hydrogen gas and sulphur gas,

- — - 4-SS2. both with a concentration of 0. 15M at equilibrium determine Keq for reaction. . . , s
5. For the synthesis reaction of hydrogen iodide, determine the concentration of hydrogen gas at equilibrium, if the

initial concentration of hydrogen gas is 2.OM and the concentration of hydrogen iodide at equilibrium is 3.4M.

20
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6. if Keq value is large which side of a reaction is favoured? pr(}.
7. if Keq for a reaction is 3.4 X i0 and Qeq is calculated to be 5.0 X 106, which direction will the reaction shift to

obtain equilibrium? fl Qe..
Given N2O4(g) — 2 NO2 (g) +59 id/mo!, which direction with the reaction shift if
8. Pressure increases? L-e .F
9. The temperature decreases? L-*i -
10. How will the Keq value change for question 9?

________________________

11. Acids taste sour? or False

C) 12. Bases turn pink in the presence of phenolphthalein. fe or False

13. What is the conjugate base for HS04? SOL
14. Determine the concentration of hydroide ions if the pH = 6.4.

____________________

15. What is the concentration of hydronium ions in water at 25° C?
-

16. Determine Kb for the conjugate base if Ka is 8.5 X I I (
17. Write the chemical reaction for the second dissociation ofH3P04. h_ PO

‘J (‘18. Write the Ksp expression for silver suiphide. Lc - J LJ .)

19. What is the molar solubility for magnesium sulphate, Ksp 5.9 X 10? (‘ ‘Y,3 fJ.
20. An increase in the presence of a common ion will, Increase or tjease solubility? Circle
21. If Qsp is greater than Ksp, will a precipitate form? t)or No? Circle
22. What is the oxidation number for Cr in Cr2072?

_______________

23. How many water molecules are required to balance Cl04 —÷ C[ under acidic conditions? .

24. If the following half reaction occurs, NO2 —* N03 , NO2 is acting as a agent
lqr.. _‘s\_ - -2/* -‘25. Given Mn3O4 + —* A12O + M1 Which substance makes up the anode?

_______________

26. Write the galvanic cell notation for the reaction in the previous question. ! Pfl
27. Calculate the E°cell for the previous question 3 i-V . [flOq —

O 28. Is the above reaction spontaneous? Y-S.

29. In what type of cell is a battery required? - e( \j C

30. Which substance is the best oxidizing agent? F2
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